Enchantment Card Workshop
This workshop guide includes patterns, photos and tips to walk you through creating 64 cards, 4 each of 16 designs.

Supplies Needed
X3254  Enchantment Fundamentals
1385  White Daisy Cardstock
Z388  Enchantment Ribbon Pack
Z2649  Peacock Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2652  Poppy Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2653  Pomegranate Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2648  Sapphire Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Y1009  2” × 3½” My Acrylix® Block

Design 1

Tips
- Attach 4¼” × 5½” polka-dot B&T to card bases
- Attach 3¾” × 3¼” White Daisy cardstock ¼” from top, left and right edges of card bases
- Attach 4¼” × ¾” grid B&T directly below White Daisy cardstock
- Attach the 3¾” × 1” word search B&T directly below grid B&T
- Dovetail one end of 3½” × ¼” Swiss dot B&T and attach over grid and word search B&T, keeping right edge flush with card base
- Stamp sentiments and add ribbon as shown
Design 2

Tips

- Attach 4¼" × 5½" word search B&T to card bases
- Attach 4¼" × 2½" polka-dot B&T 1" from top of card bases
- Attach 2¼" × 2¼" White Daisy cardstock to center of 2¼" × 2¼" grid B&T
- Attach grid B&T ½" from top of card bases
- Stamp sentiments and add ribbon/twine as shown

Design 3

Tips

- Attach 4¼" × 5½" diagonal stripe B&T to card bases
- Attach ½" × 5½" grid B&T to left edge of card bases
- Attach the 1" × 5½" polka dot B&T flush with right edge of grid B&T
- Attach 2¼" × 2¼" White Daisy cardstock ¼" from bottom and right edge of card bases
- Stamp sentiments and add ribbon/twine as shown
Design 4

Tips

• For first card style, attach 4¼” × 5½” diagonal stripe B&T to card base
• Attach 2¼” × 2¼” White Daisy cardstock to the center of 3¼” × 3” Swiss dot B&T
• Attach 3¼” × 3” Swiss dot B&T 1½” from right edge of card base
• Attach ¾” × 3” word search B&T flush with right edge of Swiss dot B&T
• For second card style, attach 4¼” × 5½” Swiss B&T to card base
• Attach 2¼” × 2¼” White Daisy cardstock to the center of 3¼” × 3” diagonal stripe B&T
• Attach 3¼” × 3” diagonal stripe B&T 1½” from right edge of card base
• Attach ¾” × 3” word search B&T flush with right edge of Swiss dot B&T
• Stamp sentiments and add ribbon/twine as shown

Design 5

Tips

• Attach 5¼” × 4¼” Swiss dot B&T to card bases
• Attach 2½” × 3¼” polka-dot B&T ¼” from right, top, and bottom edges of card bases
• Attach 2¼” × 1¼” grid B&T ¼” from bottom and right edge of polka-dot B&T
• Attach 2¼” × 1¼” White Daisy cardstock 1/4” from top and bottom and flush with right edge of grid B&T
• Stamp sentiments and add ribbon as shown
Design 6

Tips
- Attach 4¼" × 2¼" grid B&T flush with bottom of card bases
- Attach the 4¼" × ¾" Swiss dot B&T directly above grid B&T
- Stamp sentiments and add ribbon/twine as shown

Design 7

Tips
- Attach 4¼" × 5½" stripe B&T to card bases
- Dovetail one end of the 2" × 5" grid B&T and attach ½" from left edge of card bases, keeping top flush
- Dovetail one end of 1" × 4¼" word search B&T and attach so top is flush and left edge overlaps with grid B&T
- Attach 2¼" × 2¼" White Daisy cardstock to the center of 2½" × 2½" Swiss dot B&T
- Attach 2½" × 2½" Swiss dot B&T ¾" from top of card bases
- Stamp sentiments and add ribbon as shown

Design 8

Tips
- Attach 4¼" × ¾" word search B&T to top and bottom edges of card bases
- Attach the 4¼" × ¼" diagonal stripe B&T flush with word search B&T
- Dovetail one end of 2¼" × 1½" grid B&T and attach ½" from the right edge of card base, keeping top flush
- Stamp sentiments and add ribbon as shown
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